We are a technology recruitment partner focused on search
and selection of IT experts internationally. Currently, we are
looking for an accomplished experts for the role of Data
Visualization Analyst /BI Reporting Developer . We offer a
rewarding and exciting professional experience and
opportunity to develop your career in a highly competitive
international environment.

Data Visualization Analyst /
BI Reporting Developer
Location: Warsaw, Poland

What’s waiting for you:
We are looking for an exceptional Business Intelligence professional to join a newly formed Analytics COE team
and help us discover the information hidden in vast amounts of data, structured and unstructured, to enable
smarter decisions and better products to all our consumers and customers worldwide.
You should be passionate about data gathering, research, data analysis and insights visualization for further
business users consumption.
Collaborate with cross-functional global business partners in Marketing, Category Development, Sales,
Corporate Finance and Supply
Work alongside our business data analysts in markets to identify reporting/dashboarding needs
Work together with data scientists and prepare compelling visualizations to identified business insights
The ideal candidate should have right mix of technical competencies and business fluency.

Functional and technical competencies:
B.A. or M.Sc. in Computer Science, Mathematics or Economics
Min. 3 years of industry experience in BI solutions development using MSSQL and/or Azure Data Services
Excellent data visualization skills and experience in telling stories based on data
Experience working with large datasets using various data wrangling and visualization tools.
Firm grasp of Business Intelligence implementation methodologies and in-depth experience with Microsoft BI
Stack (SSIS, SSAS and SSRS) and Power BI tools
Multidimensional modeling using OLAP cubes
Design, build, test and publish Power BI applications to business community
Strong Programming skills in the following Languages: SQL, DAX,
Nice to have understanding one of the following Languages: Python, R
Conduct load and performance testing and troubleshooting
Nice to have good understanding of Big Data architectures and knowledge of Hadoop, Spark, Hive etc.

Business experiences:
Manage timely flow of business intelligence information to business users, preferably in FMCG or Pharma
industry
Proven abilities to take initiative and be innovative
Strong analytical, conceptual and problem-solving abilities
Lead data discovery process with key stakeholders to identify business requirements and expected outcomes
Work in an Agile setup

Offer:
Challenging and innovative global projects.
Fresh fruits every day.
Flexible work hours.
Competitive salary.
Interested candidates should send their resume (CV) to
magdalena.wielgos@itpuzzle.com.pl
with „BI Reporting Developer” in the subject line.

